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ABSTRACT
The effectiveness of the study of vibrational spectra 
for the elucidation of molecular structure has been well 
established® These studies have permitted the determination 
of such important facts as the configuratlons* potential 
functions and thermodynamic properties of many molecules* 
Eventually, these studies should lead to a quantitative 
treatment of the courses and rates of chemical reactions 
which may be applied quite generally to all molecules* This 
can be done today for many simple compounds , but the treat* 
ments are of such a complex nature as to be rather impracti­
cal® It is not outside the realm of probability that out of 
the many programs in progress today some generalisations will 
be discovered which will permit a practical, theoretical treat­
ment of chemical reactions* A significant achievement arising 
from the assignment of vibrational frequencies to modes of 
vibration has been In the determination of the structure and 
spatial arrangement of the repeat units in many natural and 
synthetic polymeric materials.
The specific objective of the study which has been in 
progress at the Louisiana State University for several years 
has been to find a correlation between the directing influence 
of a substituent on the aromatic ring and the vibrational 
spectrum of the compound* As yet this has not been accomplished 
since the complexities of the spectra of several typical compounds 
must first be understood.
vlli
The first step In the analysis of spectra Is to assign 
the observed frequencies to classes and modes of vibration®
In order to accomplish this* both the Infrared and Raman 
spectra must be available® In this work* the recent develop® 
ments in the field of recording Raman spectrometers has been 
reviewed* Such a spectrometer was constructed for this 
project which is similar to that built by Dr® Do He Rank 
and co=workerse A new source and detector system are 
described which permit direct recording of the region of 
fundamental vibrations occurring in the Raman spectra in 
either 1/2 or 2=1/2 hours* The spectrometer includes a 
21=foot concave grating situated In a Wadsworth mounting0 
The spectrum is scanned by rotating the grating and the 
Raman lines are detected by a refrigerated 1P21 photo­
multiplier tube* The voltage developed across the plat© 
load resistor of the photomultiplier is amplified by a 
vibrating reed electrometer® The electrometer output is 
fed to a Leeds and Northrup recorder for a continuous 
recording of the Raman spectrum®
The Raman spectra of the monodeuterium isomers of 
bromobenzene were obtained using this Instrument® The 
intensities and depolarization factors of most of the lines 
were also obtained,, These data* in conjunction with the 
infrared spectrum obtained earlier by Dr® W® Meadows 
and a normal coordinate analysis of some of the skeletal 
vibrations of bromobenzene done previously by the author* 
have permitted the assignment of most of the fundamental
ix
vibrations of bromobenzene. Tb.es© assignments are summarized 
as follows §
Class A (cm"-*-)g 
315 » 672, 991)., I 0I 5 , 1069, X303, lif.72
Class (cra“^)s
186 , 685, 738, 90i(_
Class (cra"^)g.
25k9 619, 832P ll6l, II7I4., lljlp., 1574
Thus, 18 of the 30 fundamental fi*equencies have been 
assigned® Five of the twelve remaining frequencies are 
hydrogen stretching vibrations which cannot be assigned 
until the region near 3000 cm"'*' has been studied using 
higher resolution, both in the infrared and Raman spectra. 
Three of the remaining twelve frequencies are in Class A2« 
Being inactive in the infrared and too weak to be found in 
the Raman spectra, they have not been assigned.
The doublets in the C»D stretching region of the
deuterium compounds in the infrared spectra were also
observed in their Raman spectra. The possibility of the
existence of Fermi resonance between the C~D stretching
fundamental and an overtone or combination was postulated 
earlier by Meadows during the course of his investigation
of the infrared spectra. At that time, he was unable to 
establish the identity of the level which was resonating 
with the C=D fundamental. A binary combination of two 
B-^  fundamentals has been found by the author for each of 
the deuterated isomers which should enter into almost 
perfect resonance with the O D  stretching vibration.
x
1INTRODUCTION
For the past several years an investigation of the 
infrared spectra of monosubstituted benzenes has been in 
progress at Louisiana State University (11, l6 , 28, 29,
31, 38), The object of this investigation has been to 
study the orientation effects of various substituent groups 
on the benzene ring* Ultimately this will be accomplished 
by determining the vibrational potential functions of the 
molecules studied. To achieve this, it is first necessary 
to determine the fundamental frequencies of vibration.
Normal coordinate analyses will then yield the desired 
potential function. In addition to determining the potential 
function, a band or series of bands has been sought by 
which the potential function may be characterized. If 
found, this would avoid the necessity for detailed study 
of each molecule for which predictions of orientation 
might be required.
In the present work, the Raman spectra of the mono- 
deuterated isomers of bromobenzene liquid have been obtained 
along with Intensity measurements and depolarization factors. 
For this study a recording Raman spectrometer has been con­
structed. From these data and the infrared spectra obtained 
by Meadows (29), assignments have been made for most of the 
fundamentals.
2REVIEW OP THE LITERATURE
Molecular Structure. One of the ultimate alms of the study 
of the vibrational and rotational spectra of molecules Is to 
determine their potential functions* Given its potential 
function, the spectrum of a substance may be determined from 
calculation alone (10). A striking example is the work of 
Randall and Dennison (3^ ) wherein the far Infrared spectrum 
of water vapor is calculated and compared with the observed 
bands. The accuracy of the wavelength calculations is 
extremely good and the intensities are In fair agreement 
with those observed. Prom an assignment of the fundamental 
frequencies alone, the various thermodynamic functions may 
be evaluated (22) and conversely, such calculations may be 
used to ascertain the correctness of the assignments if the 
quantity in question is known with sufficient accuracy. In 
addition, If the modes of vibration are known, it is possible 
to determine the orientation of molecules In crystals and 
fibers (23). The assignment of fundamental vibrations 
constitutes an important phase of the study of molecular 
structure.
For the most polyatomic molecules, such assignments 
must be based on Information provided by the selection rules, 
depolarization factors of Raman lines, the shape of band 
envelopes In the infrared vapor spectrum (2 ) and by analogy 
with simpler or more highly symmetrical compounds for which 
the vibrational frequencies have been calculated (27)»
3Benzene and Its various deuterium derivatives have been 
extensively studied by Ingold and co-workers (1, 3$ k-* 2^)» 
as has toluene (l6 * 31* 38) and the fluorinated benzenes (18, 
19). Although most of the normal vibrational modes are changed 
considerably In going from benzene to its substituted deriva­
tives* such studies necessarily form the basis for subsequent 
work on molecules of lower symmetry®
Isotopic substitution has proven to be of great value as 
an aid in making assignments of fundamentals® For vibrations 
whose potential energy depends largely on the motion of the 
isotopic atom* there will be a large "isotope shift”® The 
ratio of frequencies of the normal to the Isotopic vibration 
being somewhat less than the factor Mi/M where Mi and M are 
the masses of the Isotopic and normal atoms respectively® 
Conversely* a shift of considerably less than this factor 
indicates that the isotope contributes little to the energy 
of the vibration (21)®
Isotopic substitution has another important function.
In order to determine the most general potential function, 
the number of observed fundamentals must be at least equal 
to the number of independent potential constants for the
molecule. This number is given by the formula 1/2^f.(f + 1) ^ 1 1
thwhere f is the number of vibrations of the i symmetry type 
and the summation extends over all symmetry types. The number 
of observed fundamentals Is usually less than this because 
certain types of vibrations are not active In the Infrared and 
Raman spectra* In addition* not all the allowed transitions
are observed since the change in dipole moment or polarlzability 
may be very small® Since the potential function of the iso­
topic molecule is very nearly the same as that of the normal 
molecule* the new frequencies may be used in determining the 
potential function® A detailed discussion of the use of iso­
topic substitution and an application to a relatively simple 
case is given by Solant and Rosenthal (37)* Finally, it 
might be mentioned that a refined treatment of the determina­
tion of a potential function must include terms representing 
the interactions of nonbonded atoms if it is to completely 
describe the system (10). A discussion of the interactions 
of the Van der Waals type is given by Torkington (39). 
Instrumentation for Raman Spectroscopy. The principal 
problem of the automatic recording of Raman spectra is one 
of detection. As such* its solution had to be preceded by 
the development of photoelectric detectors of a sensitivity 
and stability sufficient to handle the low light levels 
encountered In the Raman effect. The efforts of Rank and
co-workers (17) have resulted In a considerable broadening 
of the field of Raman spectroscopy.
Detecting Systems. Since the detector is the heart of the 
recording spectrometer* it is appropriate to first discuss 
detecting systems. The problem is twofold. First, the light 
level Is extremely low. An Idea of the magnitude involved 
may be had by considering a clear, dust-free liquid which is 
Illuminated by monochromatic radiation. Only about 1% of 
the incident light is scattered. The energy of this light 
Is concentrated principally In the Rayleigh scattering, the
5Raman lines having intensities ranging from less than 0*1$ to 
1% of that of the Rayleigh line© These small values of light 
flux give rise to cathode currents in the photomultiplier 
tube of the order of 10“^? ampere or a few hundred electrons 
per second© The second factor is that the output of the 
phototube is a DoC© signal and the difficulties inherent in 
the amplification of such signals are well-known©
In the detector employed by Rank (35) the voltage 
developed across the photomultiplier plate load resistor 
was measured without further amplification by a sensitive 
galvanometer© A mirror mounted on the galvanometer suspension 
reflected the light from a point source to a moving strip of 
photographic paper and produced a continuous record of the 
signal variations© An ingenious device was used to extend 
the range of intensities which could be recorded© Consider 
the galvanometer mirror to be situated at the origin and 
capable of rotating about the Z axis© A number of point 
sources were aligned in the XY plane and so positioned 
that as the reflected image of the first light approached 
the top margin of the chartp the image of the second light 
appeared at the bottom margin, etc© In this manner, the 
positions and intensities of the strongest lines could be 
recorded© This method however has the disadvantage that 
the photographic paper must be developed©
In order to record the spectrum on a Leeds and Northrup 
or Brown recorder, the power of the signal from the photo- 
tube must be supplemented by an Intermediate stage of 
amplification© Of the existing D©C© amplifiers suited for
6this purpose9 two types may be mentioned* One is a cascade
£
type, resistance coupled amplifier with a gain of up to 10° 
described by Miller (30) and used in a recording instrument 
described briefly by Dupeyrat (llj.)* Another approach is the 
use of a vibrating reed electrometer which was developed by 
Palevsky, Swank and Grenshik (32) and is produced by the 
Applied Physics Corporation* In this device, the output of 
the phototube effectively modulates an A*C* signal generated 
by vibrating one plate of a condenser with respect to the 
other* The resulting AoC* signal was amplified to provide 
sufficient power to operate a Leeds and Northrup recorder 
which was used in the instrument described In this work* 
Another method*, used on various infrared spectrometers, 
employs a mechanical beam chopping device to produce an 
AeCe rather than D0CO signal* This has not as yet been 
applied to Raman spectrometers*
The photomultiplier itself produces gains of up to
L
10 , but Is subject to noise and dynode voltage fluctuations* 
The dark current caused by random thermal electrons Is usually 
reduced by refrigerating the tube* The variable component of 
the dark current Is one important factor limiting the lower 
level of detection, since the steady component may be 
cancelled by an opposing external voltage* In the present 
work, batteries were used to supply the dynode potentials 
which were of the order of 60 volts per stage* Stable 
power supplies for this purpose have been described which 
provide a constant voltage output to within 0*1$ for line 
volfc&gSL variations between the values of 100 and 120 volts (8 ).
7Dispersing Systems, The use of prism instruments has declined 
with the advent of relatively inexpensive diffraction gratings 
blazed so as to concentrate most of the light in a given order. 
The aperture of a grating instrument is now greater than that a 
prism instrument of equal cost. Of the various systems of 
mounting the grating* modifications of the method due to 
Wadsworth are the more common. A discussion of the character­
istics of this and other grating mounts has been given by 
Beutler (5)o
The spectrum may be scanned by rotating the grating 
which can be mounted on a turntable as described by Rank and 
Wiegand (35) and in this work (see Plates IV and V). An 
alternative and probably more precise method is to drive the 
exit slit so that it traverses the spectrum in the focal 
plane as described by Diecke and Crosswhite (12) and Chien 
and Bender (8 ). In either case* the grating to slit distance 
must be varied during the scan to maintain the focus. Another 
recording Raman spectrograph has been very briefly described 
by Brandrauller and Moser (7)o
Light Sources. The most common source of excitation for both
°photographic and photoelectric detection has been the 1j.358A 
mercury line. The source selected for photoelectric detection 
must be relatively free from rapid fluctuations In intensity, 
a property that is not required in photographic work since such 
fluctuations tend to average out during an exposure. For the 
detection of extremely weak lines* the lamp voltage should be 
supplied from a regulated source®
A discussion of the number of lamps, the geometric arrange­
ment and types of reflectors has been given by Claassen and
8Flelson (9)0 They also describe a device for reducing the 
scattered background radiation which emanates from the sample­
cell interfaceo This radiation is baffled by several rings of 
Corning red glass which extend from the cell wall out into the 
sample space for a short distance® The rings are mounted on 
glass rods and slipped into the tube*,
Edsall and Wilson (15) described a source in which four 
lamps backed by elliptical reflectors were arrayed about the 
cello A similar source was used in the instrument described 
in this work, but six lamps rather than four were used® 
Measurement of Depolarization Factors® Most of the arrange­
ments described above are capable of giving quantitative 
information about the states of polarization of Raman lines 
if certain precautions are taken* especially if the depolari­
zation is high® However* for strongly polarized lines* a 
considerable percentage error in the determination of the 
weaker component is usually encountered® A discussion of 
such errors as the following is given by Douglas and Rank (13): 
10 Incomplete polarization of the incident light and 
by the analyzer*
2o Depolarization of thelncident beam by reflection 
from the sample tube*
3® Convergence errors* and
Ij-o Errors arising from the fact that the sample is not
viewed exactly along the axis of the cell®
Two methods for obtaining depolarization factors are
described by Edsall and Wilson (15)® The first method* which
9should yield quantitative results, involves the use of 
cylinders made from polaroid sheet to polarize the incident
light* This method, described in detail later in this work, 
was employed here® The second method described by them 
consists of using polarized incident light to determine the 
weak component and normal light to determine the stronger 
component* This gives only qualitative information as to 
the state of polarization and was not used in this work*
According to Pdsall and Wilson, for polarized light 
incident radially around the scattering sample, the radia­
tion scattered parallel to the electric vector is given by:
1 = 672vv^kl 
±1
p  i
where I is the incident intensity, k is a constant and 7 vv 
is the matrix element between the vibrational states v and v**-
of the quantity? 2 = 1/2 flcl “ °2 2^ + (C2 “ C3 ^  + ^C3 " Cl^f7 * 
Here Cp and are the principal values of the polarizability
tensor of the scattering moleculeQ The light scattered per­
pendicular to the direction of the electric vector of the 
incident radiation is given bys
I = (5a2w'L + 7? 2vv1)kl 
where A2vv^ is the matrix element of A2 = (C-^  + + C^)2»
The depolarization factor is given by: 
p =  12.1 -  672w 1
I JL 5a2w 1 + 772vv^
Por unsymmetrical vibrations, A ^ v 1 is zero giving a maximum 
value of p  equal to 6/7« For a symmetrical vibration of a 
whose polarizability ellipsoid is a sphere,,T 2vv^ is zero and
10
the value of f is therefore zero0 in general, for symmetrical
vibrations of molecules whose ellipsoid is not a sphere, the 
2 1factor A vv is not zero and serves to make the value of f less 
than 6/7e
11
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND APPARATUS
Preparation of Compounds© In the preparation of compounds for 
molecular structure studies considerable care must be exercised 
so that a product of a high degree of purity results® Since 
the chemical and physical properties of deuterium substituted 
compounds are very nearly identical with those of the normal 
compound^ they must be prepared through a series of Inter­
mediates P the final one being a compound which may be deuterated 
exclusively in the desired position©
The compounds used in this study were prepared by replacing 
one atom of bromine by deuterium on the corresponding dibromo- 
benzene© The preparation of the dibromobenzenes and the 
conversion of the meta and para isomers to the deuterated 
compounds is outlined below© (These syntheses are described 
in detail by Meadows (29)*
Commercial para dibromobenzene was of sufficient purity 
and was used without further purification® The ortho and meta 
Isomers were prepared by first diazotizing the corresponding 
bromoanaline hydrobromides« The N^Br group was then replaced 
by Br© Prom the meta and para dibromobenzenes, Grignard reagents 
were obtained by replacing one bromine atom in each isomer with 
-MgBr* These were subsequently hydrolyzed with heavy water to 
give meta and para deuterbromobenzene© These syntheses proceded 
smoothly and with good yields but gave a very poor yield when 
applied to the preparation of the ortho Isomer© For this 
compound, o-dibromobenzene was partially debrominated with 
CH^COOD and zinc dust after a method suggested by
12
Dr® J® Le E® Erickson of the Chemistry Department at Louisiana 
State University® The details of the preparation of this
compound are given below®
CH^COOD® Commercial (97$) acetic anhydride was fractionated so
aa to remove the acetic acid® The distillation was performed 
using a column packed with nine inches of glass helices® A 
suction flask fitted with a calcium chloride drying tube was 
used for a receiver® As the acetic acid was removed, the 
temperature of the distillate rose to 139°C® 1®7 moles of
the anhydride which boiled over a 1°C range was collected 
and subsequently hydrolyzed by the addition of 1*7 moles of 
99®8$ D^O® The deuterated acetic acid was redistilled in the 
apparatus described above and stored over anhydrous calcium 
chloride®
Broaobenzene°3D«. The deliberated acetic acid was mixed with 
0*33 mole o®dibromobenzene in a $00 mlQ 3“*neck flask fitted 
with a mechanical stirrer and reflux condenser® While the 
mixture was being stirred vigorously, 67 grams of zinc dust 
were added® The contents of the flask were refluxed for 
12 hours during which time two 5-gram portions of zinc dust 
were added at three-hour intervals in order to maintain a 
large surface area of zinc exposed to the reaction mixture at 
all times® After refluxing, the mixture was filtered and the 
solid washed twice with 10 ml® portions of acetic acid® The 
filtrate and washings were combined in a separatory funnel 
containing one liter of water and shaken to extract the acetic 
acid and water soluble salts® The heavy organic layer was 
washed once with dilute potassium hydroxide solution and twice
13
with water to remove the last traces of acetic acid. The 
crude product was dried over anhydrous calcium chloride and 
subsequently distilled. The fraction boiling between ll|.0oC 
and 220°C was collected and redistilled using a column 
containing four inches of glass helices. The final product 
boiled between l£5° and 156°C (uncorrected). The yield was 
3<$.
1^
DESCRIPTION OP THE SPECTROMETER
Filter Jacket0 Cell and Light Source. The filter jacket, shown 
In Figure 1 consisted of two concentric compartments, the inner 
one containing an aqueous solution of Sodium Nitrite and 
Rhodamlne 5 G-DN Extra0 The cell temperature was controlled by 
circulating tap water through the outer compartment. A shoulder 
on the cell, ground to fit the neck of the filter jacket, held 
the cell rigidly in place. The filter jacket was permanently 
mounted in the source housing (Figure 2) so that Its axis 
coincided with a common focus of six approximately elliptical 
relfectorso Six H»2 mercury vapor lamps were positioned around 
the cello The axes of the lamps were located at the focii of 
the reflectorso Between the cell and the lamps, there was a 
group of ten parallel, nonreflecting baffles. These were mounted 
with their planes perpendicular to the axis of the cell.
The scattered light from the cell was reflected from a 
plane front surface mirror M, set at l\.%° to the axis of the 
cell and a lsl image of the source formed on the entrance slit 
by means of an achromatic lens, Ae The entire light path along 
the optical bench was enclosed in a light tight container as 
shown In Plate I.
The Wadsworth Mounting. The optical arrangement of the spec­
trometer shown In Plates II and III and schematically In 
Figure 3 is due to Wadsworth and is similar to the instrument 
built by De H® Rank, et al (35)« The concave grating was 
illuminated with parallel light from the slit by reflection 
from the collimating mirror, a paraboloid figured 8° off 
axis. The specifications for the grating are as followss

FIGURE 2 
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FIGURE 3
OPTICAL AND MECHANICAL ARRANGEMENT (SCHEMATIC)
PLATE II
PLATE I I I
21
TABLE I 
Grating Constants
Focal Length
Ruled Area (approximate)
Surface
215 10"
5=3/8" x 2=5/8" 
Aluminum on glaas 
15*000 lines/inch 
First order, visible
Rulings
Blaze
Source Johns Hopkins University
The spectrum was scanned by rotating the grating* The 
grating turntable was supported by a large conical bearing 
and bearing seat as shown In Plates IV and V* A pair of 
pinion gears transferred the grating drive shaft motion to 
the photocell carriage drive shaft® This shaft was connected 
to a 10 turns/inch lead screw and nut which drove the carriage, 
the connection being made through a gear train* The necessity 
for driving the photocell along a line connecting the exit slit 
and grating center is discussed below*
The angle of Incidence upon the grating was adjusted so
that the 1^ 358A line was on the exit slit, the exit slit being 
on the grating normal* Upon rotating the grating through 2°,
the wavelength on the exit slit was 5515A* The focal distance
respectively* These values were obtained from the equation,
o
o
for these two wavelengths were 338*50 cm* and 339*86 cm*
D = Focal distance
T> = R cos^ /3
cos ol + oos/3
where ~ Incidence
ft = angle of refraction 
R = Radius of curvature
of the grating
( oi and measured from grating 
normal*)
P L A T E  I V
«3
1
P L A T E  V
2k
Figure If. shows the relationship between focal distance and 
degrees of angular rotation of the grating and also the linear
approximation used in the carriage drive© It can be seen from
the two curves that the maximum deviation from the true focal
distance was only 0o3 mm0 The total change in focal distance
over the two degree scan was 1©3& cm© or approximately 0*33 Inch*
Since 60 turns were required of the grating drive shaft to
produce 2° rotation, it was necessary for 60 turns to produce
So 33 turns of the 10 turns/inch lead screw® A simple gear
train was used for this reduction*
Detector Assembly© The initial work on the detector was done 
by Jo Rider and 0* A® Nance (36)0 Since the voltage amplifi­
cation of the system proved insufficient for satisfactory 
operation of the recorder, the system described below was 
devised® The final assembly is shown in Plate II and 
schematically In Figure if©
A spectral line focused on the exit slit was admitted 
to the sealed photomultiplier housing through a rectangular 
quartz rod of 10 cm© length and cross section of 0,5 x 1 cm.
The end toward the slit was ground and polished to form a 
cylindrical lens of 1 cm® focal length and mounted with the 
exit slit at its focus© The sides and back of the rod were 
optically flat and polished® The slit Image was reflected 
down Into the photomultiplier housing and focused on the 
cathode of a 1P21 phototube by means of the mirrors M and 
lens L of Figure 5® The geometry of this arrangement was 
dictated by the necessity of surrounding the portion of the 
portion of the housing containing the phototube with 
refrigerant while at the same time having the entrance
FIGURE 5 
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window at room temperature** The dynode voltage supply, ground 
and signal leads were brought into the container through 
Stupakoff sealso The temperature gradient along the tube 
caused by refrigerating its lower part was sufficiently steep 
so that these seals were at room temperature* This elimin­
ated current leakage which would have been caused by moisture 
condensing on the seals* The phototube was installed in the 
container along with its dynode resistors* After the optical 
components and phototube were aligned, the assembly was 
evacuated, flushed with dry helium and sealed under a posi­
tive pressure of a few centimeters of helium*
Operation of the Detector* A signal from the photomultiplier 
caused by a spectral line falling on the exit slit caused a 
voltage to be developed across R (see Figure 6 )* The magni­
tude of the variable component of the signal was small compared
to the steady dark current component* An opposing voltage 
was supplied by the battery B^ and the resistor to eliminate 
the steady component* The variable component due to the 
Raman "signal" was amplified by a vibrating reed electrometer.
In order to have both the background and line peak 
on the chart for intensity measurements, it was necessary to 
control both the relative position on the chart of the back­
ground level and the magnitude of the Raman "signal"* To 
accomplish this, the output of the electrometer was fed to a 
Leeds and Northrup recorder through the potentiometer R^ and 
the opposing arrangement By varying R^ the back­
ground was shifted as required without effecting the magnitude 
of the Raman "signal". The setting on the voltage divider
FIGURE 6 
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it as necessary by regulating the relative amount of the 
signal received by the recorder from the electrometer*.
The Wavelength Drive System0 Plate VI shows the drive 
motor9 gear boxes*, return motor and control panel® The 
grating turntable (Plates IV and V) was driven by a syn-
o
chronoas motor through the gear box at speeds of 7 or 3$A/min® 
The gear box also incorporated a counter and gear-raicroswitch 
combination® This assembly supplied a periodic signal to an 
auxiliary pen on the recorder thus placing calibration marks 
on the margin of the chart® The counterp reading in arbitrary 
unitsp served to indicate the approximate wavelength at the 
exit slitp but was not used for calibration® The control 
panel housed the motor selector and light source switches.
Two safety devices were incorporated in the motor power 
circuit to prevent damage to the moving mechanical components 
of the drive system® Two microswitchesp one near either end 
of the detector housing travel served to cut off the drive 
motor power preventing over travel of the carriage® The 
other device prevented the accidental starting of either 
motor while the other was coupled to the gear box® The 
coil circuit of a 6-volt relay was Incorporated in the drive 
train in such a way that engaging both splines simutaneously 
served to complete the circuit and caused the relay to turn 
off the line power to both motors®
The dispersion curve for th® Instrument was determined 
from several scans of the iron spectrum® To a first approxi­
mation the drive is linear with wavelengths however, irregu­
larities In the worm and worm gear produced some variations.
•r
P L A T E  V I
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These minute and nonreproducible fluctuations in the smoothness 
"the drive were the limiting factors in the precision of cali­
bration® The wave number shifts of the Banian lines were 
determined as follows0 Three scans of each spectrum were 
superimposed and the average position of each line found®
These positions were recorded in terms of the number of chart 
marks displacement from the 4-35&A line® Using the values of 
wave numbers per chart mark as determined from the dispersion 
curveP theAv values of the Raman lines were calculated® 
Comparison of the wave numbers thus found with those obtained 
from infrared measurements obtained by Meadows (29) showed 
that considerable improvement could be had by shifting the 
Raman data by a constant amount® In analyzing the factors 
which could give rise to this discrepancyp it was decided 
that an apparent shift in the position of the J4.358A line was 
probably the cause® This shift could have arisen in the 
following manner® In order to keep the extremely intense 
exciting line on the chart9 it was necessary to attenuate
o
the light at the entrance slit as the region near the i|_359A 
was scanned® To accomplish this* a piece of backened photo­
graphic plate was Inserted In the optical path® Since the 
blackened plate was not neutralp the slope of the I|358A line 
was distorted such that its apparent position was shifted by
as much as 10 cm ©
Since the Infrared data was known to be accurate to 
within ±3 crrT1 p it was decided to use the compounds them­
selves as standards and adjust the wave numbers of the Raman 
lines by a constant amount in each spectrum*, The amount was
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determined such that the deviation from the known values as 
determined from the infrared was a minimum a procedure which 
would have to be followed regardless of what the standard had 
been* Future studies will require the adoption of a standard 
set of compounds whose spectrum can be superimposed upon that 
of the compound being studied for calibration purposes* The 
following table gives a comparison of the adjusted Raman 
wave numbers with the infrared values©
TABLE! II
Evaluation of Wavelength Accuracy 
______ Bromobenzene_______ Bromobengene ~liD
2 o
Raman Infrared (Deviation) Raman Infrared (Deviation)^
672 672 0 670 666 16
904 902 k 878 870 61j_
99li 999 25 983 982 1
1015 1019 25 1017 1018 1
1069 1063 36 1071 1070 1
1161 1159 4 1176 1176 0
117ii II7J4- 0 1295 129li 1
1303 1303 0 1562 1572 100
1574 1579 25 2260 2257 9
3031 3025 36 2288 2288 0
3057 3057 0 3058 3059 1
205 191+
RMS deviation = i3®8 cra”  ^ RMS deviation = ilj.© 2 cm”
3k
TABLE II (CONTINUED) 
Bromobenzene » ID
Raman Infrared (Deviation)^
662 659 9
869 869 0
998 997 1
10114. 1016 4
1079 IO79 0
1169 1167 4
1410 1I4J.4 16
1566
2262
1573
2262
49
0
2292 2294 4
3001 3002 1
30$l4. 3063 16
10k
+ « -1 RMS Deflation = =3o° cm
Bromobenzene « 2D 
Raman Infrared (Deviation)2
669 669 0
763 767 16
985 986 1
1028 1028 0
1065 106I4. 1
1162 1160 4
1296 1293 9
1452
1574
49
2283 2285 k
3004 3005 1
3059 3063 16
126
RMS Deviation = ^3®3 cm**^
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EXPERIMENTAL DATA
Raman and Infrared Spectra© The Raman lines found in the 
course of this work are listed below in Table III along with 
their scattering coefficients and depolarization factors*,
The infrared frequencies and band contours quoted in the 
following section on assignments were obtained from Meadows (29)o
table h i
Raman _S&£ ctra of Bromobenzene and Its Monodeuterium Isomers
Bromobenzene  _______ J^d___    3d____________ 2d
cm I* r cm Hi­ p c.n'*' P cm”l I* f
186 lo02 0*69 18k lo 01 0.89 188 0.92 0„ 92 185 1.09 0.87
25k 0o09 0©$8 26k 0.12 0.67 260 0.39 0.33 260 0. lk O.63
315 Oo 97 Oo 30 323 0o81 o.k9 322 0„97 0.39 321 lo OO 0.35
619 0© 20 0o4i 616 o„ 28 0o5o 611 0.23 0.78 615 o.k8 0.56
672 0930 Oo 12 670 0o3k 0 662 0.37 0.26 669 0.72 0.18
7371 Oo 861 763 0.09
8321 O0601 878 0o 12 869 0.16 875 0.06
90k Oo 07
l.kk 0o lk99k 1© 84
<\JH0O 983 o.o8 998 1.17 985 1.28 0.15
1015 Oo 95 1017 0o57 101k i.k2 1028 0.98 0.12
1069 Oo 38 o.6o 1071 0o 33 0.58 1079 0.13 0.57 1065 O.39
ll6l Oe4o O088 1169 Oo lk 0.78 1162 0.28 0.90
117k Oo 2? 1176 Oo lk 0.36
1296Oo 15 o„k7 1295 Oo 28 1299 0.70 0.75 0.21
lkio 0.05
1^9
0.06
0.65
14721
1574 0ol9
0.50
0.76 1562 0o55 0.89 1566 0o5i 0o 71 0.82
2260 0.17 2262 0.30 2283 0.k7
Oo 861
2288 0ok6 2292 0o 2? 2313 0.21
30031 3001 0.09 0.50 300k 0.31 0.23
3031 lo72 0.35
0.353057 2o 69 3058 2.61 0.6? 3059 0.57 0.57 3059 2.39
 ^Kohlrausch and Wittek (26)
* In terms of unit "scattering coefficient" Iiine/l 458 cm"1 CCl^
Intensity and Polarization Measurements© Adopting the proposal 
of Rank (17) intensities have been reported in terms of the
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"scattering coefficient"® This is defined as the ratio of 
the ratio of the line intensity to that of the 1|.$8 cm”1 line 
of carbon tetrachloride® As an additional step in the standardi­
zation of intensity measurements, it would be necessary to take 
into account the response vs wavelength curve of the particular 
phototube used® Although the response of the tube is linear 
with intensity at constant wavelength, the slope of the 
response curve varies with wavelength® For most phototubes, 
this response curve has a maximum value over a rather short 
range of wavelengths and falls off on either side of this peak® 
The slope of the curve and the value of the maximum is 
determined by the nature of the emissive coating of the photo­
cathode and the characteristics of the dynodes® Therefore 
the measured intensity of a given line should be corrected 
to take the above into account® This is done by multiplying 
the observed intensity of each line by the proper factor for 
its wavelength as determined from the response curve®
o
In view of the fact that the 1j.358A mercury line is the 
most common source of excitation, the following procedure may 
be adopteds The Intensities or scattering coefficients as
o
determined by using the [|.3f?8A line in conjunction with a
o
phototube having response (peak response at 35>00 A) may 
be taken as standard® Only those values which were obtained 
using phototubes having other than response would then 
have to be corrected®
The depolarization factors reported in this work were 
obtained in a manner similar to the first of the two methods 
described by Edsall and Wilson (15)® Two pieces of polaroid
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sheet* manufactured by the American Optical Company were rolled 
into cylinders so that each would fit into the space between 
the sample tube and the filter jacket# One cylinder was formed 
so that its polarizing direction was parallel to the axis of 
the cylinder^ the other with its polarizing direction perpendi­
cular to its axiso With either cylinder in place around the 
samplep the incident light was polarized* the direction being 
determined by the orientation of the polaroid sheet# The 
depolarization factor f> * of a given line is given by I where
I-L
the subscripts refer to the orientation of the polarizing 
direction of the cylinder with respect to its axis# The 
spectrum was scanned in sections with first one and then the 
other orientation of the polaroido It was not recorded in 
one continuous run because of the possibility of variations 
in the intensity of the source during the time required to 
make a complete scan0 A smooth background curve was drawn 
on each record and the line intensities taken as the peak to 
background distances measured in arbitrary units0 Since the 
scattering coefficients and depolarization factors are ratios 
of intensities* the intensity scale and transmission factor 
of the spectrometer need not be considered*
This method Is superior In several respects to the alter­
native procedure of using unpolarized Incident light and a 
NIcol prism before the entrance slit* First* it is far more 
economical in terms of Incident light since as many lamps as 
can be arrayed about the source may be used# However* If 
unpolarized incident light Is used* It must be sharply
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directional. This limits th$ number of* lamps to two, one on 
either side or the sample. Another advantage lies In the fact 
that normal rather than polarized light la Introduced Into the 
spectrometero This can be seen from the following example. 
Consider a Raman line having a depolarization factor of zero, 
which Is the case If a line arises from a totally symmetric 
vibration of a molecule whose polarizability ellipsoid is a 
sphereG (The same argument will hold regardless of the 
symmetry of either the vibration or the polarizability 
ellipsoid). If the polarizing direction of the cylinder Is 
oriented so that it Is parallel to the Z axis, the vibration 
is excited by light Incident from all directions in the XY plane. 
(This is so If the incident light is directional in the sense 
that all the electric vectors are parallel to the Z direction. 
This is approximated in practice by placing closely spaced, 
nonreflectl)3£f^ circular discs between the sample and the lamps, 
the planes of the discs being parallel to the XY plane.)
However, the electric vectors of the Raman radiation are also 
parallel to the Z axis which is the optical axis of the spectrom­
eter. Under these circumstances, no light can be propagated in 
this direction and the resulting value of I will be zero.
If the polarizing direction of the cylinder Is then placed 
perpendicular to the Z axis, the Raman scattering will have 
Its electric vectors in the XY plane and consequently will 
propagate in the Z direction. It should be noted that these 
electric vectors are randomly oriented about the Z axis and 
the light Is therefore normal rather than polarized. Hence,
39
it is not necessary to consider the character of tha spectrom­
eter with respect to the transmission of polarized radiation 
as would be the case had the alternate method been employed.
In the determination of depolarization factors for this 
work* four principal sources of error were encountered. In 
the case of weak Raman lines the error In measuring the intensity 
was larger* the closer the line Intensity approached the noise 
level© In extreme cases of this sort* no value of p was reported 
since It could have been In error by 50% or more. A second 
adverse situation encountered was one in which two or more lines 
could not be adequately resolved. Narrowing the slits to improve 
resolution also decreased the intensity* often to the point 
where the noise level became comparable to the line intensity.
In such cases* approximate depolarization factors were reported 
for the pair. An approach to the solution of both the above 
difficulties has been made In procuring a more intense source 
for the spectrometer. This will permit wider slit openings 
for weak lines and narrower slits for improved resolution of 
close=lying lines.
Mention has been made of the use of parallel baffles to
render the exciting radiation directional. Perfectly directional
incident light cannot be realized in practice* and consequently*
there will be unwanted contributions to both I and I, on this
11
account. However* the baffling system should be as critical 
as possible consistent with the light level required to 
operate the detector. Finally* there is the factor of 
uncertainty In the sketching of the background when It Is
1*0
changing rapidly0 This is ©specially true Tor lines which lie 
close to the exciting line0 No ready solution for such cases 
exists*, Cleanliness of solutions can aid in keeping down the 
Rayleigh scattering0 However, there will still be situations 
in which one can only estimate the background as judiciously 
as possible0
ASSIGNMENT OP FUNDAMENTALS
The Symmetry of Bromobenzene0 Bromobenzene possesses a plane
of symmetry In the plane of the molecule,^ , a plane of sym=xz
metry perpendicular to the plane of the molecule, g- , and a
yz
twofold axis at the Intersection of these two planes® Such a
molecule belongs to point group C and has four species of
2v
vibrations® (See reference (22) Pages 1 through 12 for a dis« 
cussion of symmetry elements and point groups®) The number, 
spectral activity and symmetry with respect to each of the 
symmetry elements are summarized in Table IV<>
TABLE IV
Species, Number and Activity of Vibrations
Species
I
Number p,2y. (T xz-::- <r yz*- Activity
11 +1 +1 +i IR R
3 +1 = 1 -l R
10 -1 +1 =1 IR R
6 = 1 = 1 +i IR R
* +1 symmetric, =1 antisymmetric
Some of the properties which aid in the assignment of funda­
mentals are listed below0
TABLE V
Depolarization Factors and Band Types
Species
B-
B'
Depolarization
Polarized
Depolarized
Depolarized
Depolarized/
Band Type
A Symmetrical, little or 
no Q, branch
B No Q branch 
C Strong Q branch
h,2
Class A-^  Fundamentalso The most useful criterion for the
assignment of the vibrations of this class is the fact that 
the Raman lines should be polarized® Seven of the eight 
frequencies (exclusive of the hydrogen stretching fundamentals) 
may be assigned as the polarized Raman lines at 3l5» 673* 999* 
1020$ 1072* 1303 and ll|_7lf- cm“  ^on the basis of their depolari- 
zation factors® These assignments are listed in Table VI®
TABLE* VI 
Class A-^ Fundamentals (cra“ )^
Bromobenzene )|D 3D 2P
Raman IR Raman IR Raman IR Raman IR
31? 323 322 3?1
672 673 670 666 662 659 669 669
9914- 999 983 982 998 997 985 986
1015 1020 1017 1018 1011*. 1016 1028 1028
1069 1072 1071 1070 1079 1079 1065 106I*
1303 13°3 1295 1299 1283 1296 1293
3472 1 klbr 11*69 11*56 ll*45 1452
The assignment of the eighth fundamental is in doubt at this 
time® The hydrogen stretching frequencies are discussed later® 
Class B Fundamentals® Three bands are observed in the spectrum
of bromobenzene vapor which have definite Type C contours® 
Therefore we may assign the three bands at 68£* 736* and 902 cm 1 
to this class® The only other frequency which can be definitely 
assigned as class B? is 186 cm"1® The Intensity of the 186 cm"1 
line indicates that it Is a fundamental and the depolarization 
factor (0o69) Implies that it is either a class B^ or B2 vibra­
tion® The lowest A-^  and B-j_ fundamentals have been calculated 
to be 305 and 2j?9 cm"1 respectively (11) In good agreement with
ij-3
th© observed Raman lines at 315 cm°^ (polarized) and 25^ cm“  ^
(depolarized)© Th© 186 cm“ "^ ,line must therefor© belong to 
Class B2©
At this time there is not sufficient evidence to assign 
the remaining two vibrations of this class© These assignments 
are summarized below©
TABLE VII 
Class B2 Fundamentals in cm“l
Bromobenzene ______IjD 3D 2D
Raman Infrared Raman Infrared Raman Infrared Raman Infrared
186 181l 188 185
685 685 681 683
738 736 736 736 721
904 902 8i|4 897 900
Class B^ Fundamentals© Four of the eight B-^  vibrations are
assigned as the depolarized Raman lines at 2^k-s> 6l9s ll6lp and 
l57if cirr^ o The lower two of these lines are assigned as B1 
rather than B2 on the basis of a normal coordinate analysis of 
the skeletal modes mentioned above© Th© lines at ll6lp 117^*
IJ4.7I and 157 -^ c m'are too high to be classed as B2 since th© 
highest B2 vibrations derive from the benzene frequencies at 
1520 and ll60 cm* 9 B ^  and respectively© In going from
C6h to class B 2 C2v» these vibrations involve motion of 
th© atoms in the "I" and ,flj.n positions and should be shifted 
downward in frequency by a considerable amount© Th© four bands 
In question are too strong to be classed as overtones and combina“ 
tions© The weak line in th© Raman spectrum at 832 cm“‘L found 
by Kohlrausch and Witteck corresponding to the Infrared band
1)4
at Q30 cm4"1 is assigned as Class B1 for reasons to be given 
later© There seems to be no evidence to "warrant assigning the 
remaining vibration to any of the observed infrared or Raman
lines© The assignments are summarized in the following table
TABLE VIII
Class B^ Fundamentals in cm
Bromob enz ene 4d ____ 3D 2D
Raman IR Raman IR Raman IB-. Raman -IB-
254 264 260 260
619 615 616 611 615
832 830 878 870 869 869 87$ 859
1161 11^9 1157 1167 1162
1174 1174 1176 1176
1562
1400
1572
1410
1566
1414
1573 1569
1437
1574
Plyler (33) has studied the long wavelength spectra of 
several benzene derivatives and traces the low frequency funda- 
mentals from benzene through the halobenzenes© The following 
assignments were made? 6l5 cm°^ B^p l\.%8 crn"1 A^* 315 cm"^ B2 »
260 cm”1 B^ (Raman) and 180 cm”1 B2 (Raman)© These assignments 
are in agreement with those given in this work with two exceptions© 
The I4.58 cm^1 band is not assigned here and the 315 cm"1 line 
has been assigned as Class A-^  rather than B20 In view of the 
fact that the line is found to be strongly polarized* p * 0©30 
in this work and 0©2i|. by Kohlrausch and Witteck (26)* the 
assignment as a B^ vibration can hardly be correct and it must 
be assigned as Class A^©
Class A p FundamentalSo Although the three Class A vibrations— ---- fe— , ■ ■    2
are allowed in the Raman effect (they are forbidden in the
infrared) they must be very weak and little can be said as to 
their values with the available data® Since there are only 
three of them, it will be a simple matter to calculate them 
once the out of plane force constants are obtained from a 
normal coordinate analysis of the out^of^plane, Class Bp vibra- 
tionse They may then be selected from the very weak Raman lines 
to be found when a source of sufficient intensity is available to 
the Spectroscopy Laboratory of this University*,
C°H Stretching Fundamentals0 The five C»H stretching vibrations 
(3 Class A^ and 2 Class B^) lie in the neighborhood of 3000 cm"^ 
but the 3 are not well resolved and cannot be unambiguously
assigned at this time0 Their assignment must await polarization 
and "band type” data under much higher resolution than is 
available at the time of this writingo
C=D Stretching Fundamentals0 The deuterium stretching frequencies
=1all appear as doublets with a separation of about 30 cm as 
listed in Table VI® In the Raman spectrum of C^D^(3) there is a 
symmetric (A^ ) and an antisymmetric (E2g) deuterium stretching 
frequency at 2261+ and 2292 crrT1 respectively® However, with 
monodeuterated compounds, one would expect only C=T> stretching 
frequency for each isomer® Two bands appear in the Infrared and 
Raman spectra of monodeuterobenzene and are assigned by Bailey 
et al, as follows (4 )g
k-6
TA B LE  XX
Deuterium Stretching Region of C^H^D
Raman Infrared
cm°^ Intensity Assignment cm°^ % Abs0 Assignment
2269.0 2© 0 C-D Fundamental 226? 70 C=D Fundamental
2310.6 O06 C858 + ll*50 = 2308) 2320 20 C1030 + 1292 = 23232
I 2 x 1158 = 2316 J 12 x 1158 = 2316 3
The assignment of the longer wavelength of the pair as an 
overtone coincident with a combination may be true for the 
ease of C^H^D since the difference in intensity is greater 
than in C^H^DBr0 However9 one would not expect the overtone 
of the Raman line at 1150 with an intensity of lo0 to appear 
so strongly even when coincident with the combination. (The 
intensities of the 858 cm“l and II4.50 cm”1 lines are reported 
by them as 1.2 and "very weak” respectively).
This led Meadows (29) to postulate Fermi resonance (9) 
as a cause for this phenomenon. However, with the data then 
available he was unable to state which vibrations were entering 
Into resonance. The following Is suggested as an explanations 
(The case of bromobenzene - l\D will be discussed since the 
symmetry is certainly preservedB but the same arguments may be 
applied to the other Isomers since the symmetry will not be much 
affected.) In order for two vibrational energy levels to reson­
ate p they must be of the same species. Since the carbon— 
deuterium stretching frequency for the 1|D Isomer must be of 
Class A^p the overtone or combination must also be of Class A-^
From a consideration of Table X9 the possible overtones and 
combinations producing an A^ vibration can be seen.
k l
TA B Lh X
Direct Products for Point Group C
2v
A1 A2 B1 B 2
A 1 A 2 B 1 B 2 A 1 
A 1 B 2 B 1 A 2 
A1 A 2 B 1
A 1 B 2
The possibilities are that the resonating level is either
an overtone or a binary combination of any of the classes, all
other combinations producing bands of classes other than A^®
First, the Class vibrations are eliminated since no first
2
overtone or binary combination has a sufficiently high frequency® 
(A second overtone or ternary combination seems unlikely®) Of 
the Class A^ vibrations, no set of values could be found to 
produce an overtone or combination of the proper frequency®
The remaining possibilities are A and B-. ® In benzene, the
<1 Jo
frequencies corresponding to the Class A^ vibrations 
and £>20 at 8^9 p ll60 and i^Olf cm“ respectively (1% 9 1)® The 
only possibility here is that the ll60 cm“  ^vibration is shifted 
downward sufficiently so that Its first overtone Is in a range 
to resonate* The remaining choice is a binary combination of 
frequencies, no consistent set of overtones being found in 
the spectrum* The following table lists a consistent set of 
combinations which could account for the resonance®
4-8
TABLE XI
Fermi Resonance in C/iHi DBr
Average Position of the 
two observed bands (cm"-*-)
Compound Raman IR
2274
2277
2298
2272
2278
14.00 + 870 =  2270 
14li|. + 869 = 2283 
llj-37 + 859 = 2296
3D
2D
It is interesting to note in this connection how intensity 
may be borrowed in this type of resonance,. The change in 
polarizability for the two B^ vibrations is so small that the 
fundamentals appear only weakly or not at all In the Raman 
effect, whereas the resonating combination appears as a moder­
ately strong pair0
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
There are several regions In the infrared spectrum of the 
vapor which, should he examined under high resolution with the 
double pass instrument now available* These are the regions 
near 700* 1000 and 3000 cm“**-9 This should give more informa­
tion as to the number and contours of the bands In these regions* 
Also* a heated cell of path length greater than one meter should 
be used to bring out some of the weaker fundamentals* overtones 
and combinations* In this connection* a check on some of the 
assignments Is possible since no binary combination of Classes 
and should appear* this combination being of Class A^ (see 
Table X)* This should hold well for the vapor spectrum* Although 
the equipment Is not as yet available at Louisiana State Univer­
sity* some effort should be made to study the long wavelength 
region using a CsBr prism and the region from 1300 to 1600 cm”*- 
with CaF^ optics* the latter preferably on a double beam instru­
ment to eliminate the interference of atmospheric water*
The experiment described briefly below should readily 
classify all the infrared active bands as to symmetry type* It 
consists of a study of a singly crystal of bromobenzene using 
polarized infrared radiation* Once the crystal is formed* the 
location of the crystal axes can be readily determined by X-ray 
examination* The crystal is then mounted so that the Z axis 
(the axis of highest symmetry) Is vertical and the XY plane 
normal to the spectrometer beam® Using a silver chloride 
polarizer* the incident beam Is first polarized in the direction 
of the Z axis* This will excite only the A^ vibrations since
5o
the transition moment for this class Is In the Z direction*
Rotation of the plane of polarization through 90° will cause
excitation of only the B vibrations their transition moments
being in the X direction* Since the moment for the B vibra-
2
tions is in the Y direction* these vibrations may be excited 
by rotating the crystal through a small angle about the Z axis 
with the polarizing direction of the incident beam still in 
the X direction* The vibrations would still be present but 
would have already identified* The problems would involve the 
construction of a refrigerated goniometer and would be some­
what complicated by the breakdown of selection rules and 
coupling ol vibrational modes in the solid state (23)*
The Raman spectra need examination using a source of many 
times the Intensity available at the time this study was made* 
More complete data on the depolarization factors could be 
obtained*
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